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ABSTRACT 
In most of the social networking services or business environment, there will be more number of people from different locations. 

Once in a month they will have a periodic meeting regarding their project or it can be a casual meeting. If a meeting spot is 

predetermined without the knowledge of each member's current location, then all the members must travel an unequal distance 

and spend different travelling cost to reach the destination spot. In our proposed system we find an optimal meeting point with 

the help of each member's current geographical location, by using a sum optimal meeting point algorithm, and then we find a 

circular safe region for the optimal point with 2kms as a default radius value, the Safe region is nothing but a set of geographical 

region, such that the query result does not change till the person resides in their specified location/region. Once the optimal safe 

region is calculated, then the server allows one of the members to choose the meeting spot within the safe region and update the 

destination location to each member of the group. Thus, by introducing the circular safe region concept we can reduce the  

computation cost of the system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 In more recent times due to the technological development it is quite easy to track our friends, vehicles, 
wildlife and even objects at a much faster rate. Some of the tracking technology currently used  are, global 
positioning system (GPS), radio frequency identification (RFID) and even triangulated wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) 
networks, which are very helpful in providing accurate real time location of the person or object. Thus, it helps 
to find any missing person or objects based on their geographical positions. 
 Nowadays, smart phones play a vital role in each individual life. A smart phone is a mobile phone with an 
advanced mobile operating system which combines the features of a personal computer operating system with 
other features useful for mobile or handheld use. They typically combine the features of a cell phone with those 
other popular mobile devices, such as personal digital assistants (PDA), media player and GPS navigation unit. 
The smart phones along with GPS system plays a predominant role in our proposed system. 
 In most of the social networking services or business meetings they  have many people from different 
locations. These people have get-together, which can be a casual meeting or project based meetings. In our 
proposed system we find an optimal meeting spot for multiple moving people in different locations. The 
proposed system works as follows by receiving the geographical position of each individual member of the 
group, then we segregate the geographical position into its latitude and longitude values, and then the 
corresponding latitude values are aggregated and the corresponding longitude values are also aggregated. Then 
by using sum optimal meeting point algorithm we find an optimal meeting spot. As a result of optimal meeting 
point algorithm we obtain a latitude and longitude value, using this value we can easily map their location name 
of the database which has the largest collection of geographical position and their names. Then we extend our 
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proposed system by finding a safe region using a circular safe region approach. In our proposed system we use 
2km as our default radius of the circular safe region. Safe regions are a set of geographical regions such that the 
query result will remain the same, until the user resides in their own regions, thus reducing communication cost  
and computational cost between users and the server. Then we choose a meeting place within the radius of 2km 
and update the destination location to all the members via text message. 
 On comparing the proposed work with the previously existing work, some of the advantages of our system 
are: 
• In the existing system,  we have a problem of continuous location updates from smart phones to the server, 
which causes a heavy battery power consumption due to the usage of GPS at high level. In our proposed 
system, we do not insist on continuous updates of locations by smart phones. Rather, we obtain the current 
location only once. 
• In previous technique, a separate safe region is calculated for each member of the group  and whenever the 
member leave their safe region, they  must update the server regarding their change of location, this causes a 
high communication cost between server and client side. In our proposed system, we have to compute safe 
region for optimal meeting point only, so the communication cost is reduced drastically. 
• In previous related works, we have predetermined meeting points, which makes its  members to travel an 
unequal distance and thus each one's travelling costs may vary depending upon their location. In our proposed 
system, we find an optimal meeting point which helps each member to travel an equal distance irrespective of 
their location. 
• The computation cost is minimized in our proposed system because the computational work in the circular 
safe region is less when compared to tile based safe region approach. We also enhance our proposed system by 
using a default radius value of 2kms to find the circular safe region. 
 
2. Related Works: 
 In Previous work, the processing of moving queries over mobile data can be classified into two categories: 
first, report, query results to a single user continuously, e.g., KNN queries [11], [13] –[16], circular range 
queries [17], moving window (rectangle range) queries [5] then, second  detect relationships among moving 
objects e.g., proximity detection [9]. 
 The safe region concept has been widely used in moving query processing to reduce the communication 
cost between clients and servers. When a user registers a continuous query, the server will return POIs along 
with a safe region. The query result remains the same if the user stays in the current safe region. Upon leaving 
the safe region, the user requests from the server an updated result together with a new safe region. The shape of 
the safe region depends on the query type, e.g., an order-k Voronoi cell for a kNN query or an arc-based region 
for a range query [17]. 
 In our system of finding safe region is not a tedious process since we use a compact method of circular safe 
region approach which is quite easy to compute and reduces the communication cost of client and server. We do 
not spend much of our time in query evaluation and revaluation method in previous cases. 
 
3. System Architecture: 
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Fig. 1: System Architecture. 
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3.1 Global Positioning System: 
 The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based navigation system that provides location and time 
information in all weather conditions, anywhere on or near the Earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight 
to four or more GPS satellites. The GPS receiver figures out which satellites it can hear, and then starts 
gathering those messages. The messages include time, current satellite positions, and a few other bits of 
information. The message stream is slow, this is to save power, it can take 30-60 seconds to get a location on a 
regular GPS. When it knows the position and time code of at least 3 satellites, a GPS receiver can assume it's on 
the earth's surface and get a good reading. 4 satellites are needed if you aren't on the ground and you want 
altitude as well. 
 In order to save cost, most cell phones share the GPS receiver components with the cellular components, 
and we can't get a fix and talk at the same time. People don't like that (especially when there's an emergency) so 
the lowest form of GPS does the following: 
1. Get some information from the cell phone company to feed to the GPS receiver - some of this is a gross 

positioning information based on what cellular towers can 'hear' our phone, so by this time they have 
already phoned our location to within a city block. 

2. Switch from cellular to GPS receiver for 0.1 second (or some small, practically unnoticeable period of 
time) and collect the raw GPS data (no processing on the phone). 

3. Switch back to the phone mode, and send the raw data to the phone company. 
4. The phone company processes that data (acts as an offline GPS receiver) and send the location back to our 

phone. 
 This saves a lot of money on the phone design, but it has a heavy load of cellular bandwidth, and with a lot 
of requests coming it requires a lot of fast servers. Still, overall it can be cheaper and faster to implement.  
 
3.2 Optimal Meeting Point: 
 In most of the business meetings or any social gathering, we have many people from different places to 
gather at a spot. In some cases, the predetermined spot can either be short or long based on the user's location. 
To avoid these controversies, in our proposed system we introduced a concept of optimal meeting point, which 
is nothing but finding an optimal spot such that each member of the concerned meeting must travel an equal 
distance, thus avoiding the controversy. This optimal meeting point system also helps to save time, fuel cost and 
travelling costs. 
 Example: This optimal meeting point algorithm can also be used in gathering tourist from different place 
for a single spot, in order to start their journey from a common place. 

 
Fig .2. Optimal meeting point. 
  
 In the fig. 2. The dark circles represent the location of multiple moving users at a given point of time, and 
the triangulated spot shows the point of interest (POI). With the help of POI's stored on the server, we can 
calculate the optimal meeting point, which is nothing but a mean value of latitude and the mean value of 
longitude. Thus an optimal solution is obtained from the mean value which is our optimal spot for meetings. 
 
3.3 Circular Safe Region: 
 The Safe region is set of geographical region within which the query result will not change until the user 
resides in his/her own location. In our proposed system we use the circular safe region approach. We find a 
circular safe region for our optimal point with a default  radius value of 2kms. 
 
3.4  k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm: 
 Once the optimal circular safe region is found, then we can choose an exact meeting venue such as a 
restaurant, mall, coffee shop, etc...  based on the event criteria using a k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. This 
algorithm helps in finding  some of the nearest spot based on the query requested. 
 For example, consider a person wants to find a nearby mall and fix it for their meeting point. Then the user 
must request the server to display malls nearby, this query accelerates the server, where the server performs the 
k-nearest neighbor algorithm, which is nothing but a sorting mechanism and display the mall within the radius 
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of 2km. The sorting takes place only in the safe region. Then the user fixes one of the mall from the listed 
options and then update the destination place for all the members via ordinary text messages. 
         
Algorithm steps: 
step1: Determine the value of parameter K=number of nearest neighbors needed. 
step2: Calculate the distance D between the query instance and all training samples. 

2
21

2
21 )()( yyxxD −+−=  

step3: Sort the distance and determine nearest neighbors based on the K-th minimum distance. 
step4: Gather the category classification such as good or bad, for all the nearest neighbors. 
step5: Use a simple majority of the category of the nearest neighbors as the prediction value of the query 
instance. 
 
4. Experimental Setup: 
 Our experimental verification of the proposed system starts by creating an application which suits all types 
of smart phones available in the market. After creating an app, we have to install it in all the smart phones 
which are to be tested for finding optimal meeting point. After App installation, place each mobile in different 
region of the city. 
 
4.1 Phone Number validation: 
 Initially, each user must enter their phone number in the area provided in the application. This is the first 
and foremost step to identify whether it is a valid mobile  number or not. From the given phone number, we 
extract the IMEI number of the device and verify along with the phone number. Once if the number is valid, 
then an OTP (one time password) password is generated by the server and sent to the mobile phone as a normal 
text message. After entering the correct OTP password, each user can create an account in the app. Each 
individual user can have only one account. User registration details are stored in a database. Once account is 
created, a user can able to create groups and post event in the group. 
 
4.2 Group creation & Post event: 
 After the successful registration, the user can create a group with their own contact list. Group Owner is the 
person who creates a group for a meeting or get together. A group may contain any number of users. The group 
members can be with friends, relatives or business related people. Once the group owner creates a group, he/she 
can post any type of event in the group. The Event posted in the group must  contain an event name, date and 
time. 
 
4.3 Identify Safe location: 
 Once the Group admin/member post an event in the group, Server finds an optimal, safe region for the 
group members by collecting their current geographical location with the help of GPS. The safe region 
calculation takes place at the server side. Once when the optimal safe region is spotted, then the server asks the 
event updater (the person who has posted the event) to choose the exact venue for the meeting. It gives an 
option such as restaurants, malls, coffee shop, ATM, parks, etc... When the event updater selects one of the 
options, then, it finds a nearby place using k-nearest neighbor algorithm and displays the resultant within 2km 
distance. After fixing a venue by the event updater, then the meeting point venue will be sent as an ordinary text 
message to the group members.  
 
5. Conclusion: 
 In our proposed system, we have introduced a method of finding an optimal meeting point for the multiple 
moving users from different locations using a Sum optimal meeting point algorithm which reduces the 
computation work at server side and the introduction of the circular safe region with a default radius of 2km 
have reduced both communication cost as well as the computation cost of the system. Since we obtain the 
geographical position of each individual user only once before fixing a meeting point, we have also reduced the 
battery power consumption. 
 Further, we also have an idea of enhancing our system with a path finding mechanism. Path finding is the 
concept of identifying one of the shortest path available to reach the destination. For path finding mechanism 
we are working with a context aware approach which will be added up later. 
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